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The Foundation Center's Guide to Grantseeking on the Web
Foundation Center Publishing
No matter whether you are approaching public or private
sponsors, this thorough and detailed step-by-step guide will
enable you to plan and write winning proposals. Grantseeking
is always a competitive process. As organizational needs
outstrip resources, groups turn to grants as a means of
strengthening their financial footing while pursuing their
missions. This book draws on the authors' three decades of
grantseeking experiences in writing successful proposals,
conducting grant workshops nationwide, reviewing government
and foundation proposals, and critiquing application guidelines
for grantmakers to lead readers through the process of
planning and writing successful proposals. The authors first
provide practical strategies for project planning, including
identifying sponsors, matching grantseeker needs to sponsor
priorities, and qualifying prospects through pre-proposal
contacts. The authors then guide users systematically through
proposal writing, including introducing a template for letter
proposals to private foundations and corporations, describing
the primary elements of government proposals, and providing
tips for constructing a realistic budget. This advice as well as
the key questions to answer before you begin writing; actual
proposals that were declined, with rejection reasons; and
complete sample letter proposals comprised in this volume will
help both beginning and experienced grantseekers to better
plan and develop fundable projects.
National Guide to Funding for Libraries and
Information Services Bloomsbury Publishing USA
The 5th Edition of the National Guide provides
essential facts on more than 600 foundations
and corporate direct giving programs, each
with a history of awarding grant dollars to
libraries and other information centers. You
will cut hours from your fundraising research
time by having, in a single convenient volume,
a list of grantmakers committed to your
subject field The new 5th Edition of the
National Guide is designed to help you get the
facts you need to bolster your target list of
funding prospects. The book features: --
Grantmaker Portraits -- Each entry provides
crucial data -- address and contact name,
financial data, giving priorities statement,
application procedures, and key officials. --
Sample Grants -- Many entries include
descriptions of recently awarded grants over
1,000 sample grants in all -- Range of Indexes
-- The volume's indexes help you target
potential funders by the names of donors,
officers, and trustees; geographic area; types
of support; grants awarded by subject; and
name of the foundation or corporate giver.Each
year the grantmakers featured in this volume
award millions of grant dollars to a wide
range of institutions and projects. Grant
recipients include academic, law, art, and
medical libraries, as well as other nonprofit
information clearinghouses, databases, and
public service centers.
Advancing a Jobs-Driven Economy American Library Association
This all-in-one resource for researching library and school grants is back in a
new edition, and more useful than ever, offering refreshed content and even
more guidance on locating grant funding sources.

The ALA Book of Library Grant Money Thompson Publishing
Group
Few needs are more important to a nonprofit organization than
funding for operating costs. In this new directory, nonprofits and
other organizations seeking grants and funding opportunities to
support general operating expenses will find over 1,300 current
operating grants—organized by state—with contact and
requirement information for each. Three user-friendly indexes
(subject, sponsor, and geographic restriction) help grantseekers
quickly find the ideal funding opportunity.
Fund Raiser's Guide to Human Service Funding Jones &
Bartlett Learning
You share a common goal with organizations human service

programs. Yet, you've never met. Let Fund Raiser's Guide to
Human Service Funding 2000 introduce you to those who fund
programs in child welfare, aiding the homeless, spouse abuse
shelters or volunteer services. In one comprehensive volume,
Fund Raiser's Guide to Human Service Funding provides you
with everything you need to successfully connect with those
fainters most likely to give to your organization. The Guide
identifies and describes in detail more than 1,900 private and
corporate foundations -- including hundreds of corporate direct
givers not covered in any other source. From contact names and
addresses to the grantmaker's giving policies and grant history,
you'll have all the information you need to succeed with your
fund-raising goals. Fund Raiser's Guide to Human Service
Funding provides three years of financial history for each
funding organization, including foundation assets, total giving
and gifts received. By tracking the increases and decreases in
assets, giving and contributions, you can evaluate a donor's
potential and increase the return on your efforts.
User's Guide to Funding Resources American Library Association
Thought leaders in business and academia discuss how partnering on
STEM education can create a pipeline of talent for the future.
Aligning corporate, education, and community partners requires that
we rethink and redesign the system that supports Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education and
workforce preparedness. What’s at stake? Nothing less than the
sustainability of our schools, the innovative engines of our businesses,
the prosperity of communities, and the global competitiveness of our
economies. Advancing A Jobs Driven Economy is a call to action that
provides the framework for how business, education, and
communities can cultivate a sustainable pipeline of STEM talent.
National Guide to Funding for Community Development Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
f
Directory of Pennsylvania Foundations
Profiles philanthropic programs in the United States associated with
private foundations, corporate foundations, and corporate direct
givers. All of the funders in the directory have either made grants to
libraries within the last few reporting periods or have listed libraries
as a typical recipient category.
Fundrasiers Guide to Human Service
Geographical listing of nonprofit, nongovernmental organizations
that make funds available for health purposes. Includes national,
regional, and local foundations. Entries give such information as
financial data, types of support, and application information.
Geographical, subject, foundation indexes.
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